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Just before Christmas I managed to get two days photography in Dorset. With challenging
weather conditions, we had to dodge the rain showers and head for a variety of picture
opportunities both inland and coastal. Sometimes difficult weather can make for
interesting skies even if you have to get wet and cold several times during the day which
we did.
At Kimmeridge Bay there was a brief moment of light in the sky between the storm clouds
which I managed to capture reflected in a rock pool.
I have been trying to use the drone and further along the coast the light had improved.
There are some places which are better photographed from above. As pleased as I was with
the picture, I was even more pleased to get the drone back – sending it out to sea in a high
wind may be the last time you ever see it!
We ended day one at Portland Bill lighthouse with its distinctive white and red stripes.
Here I feel the weather conditions enhanced the picture and a slightly slower shutter
speed at half second captures the waves flowing back out to see having swept over the
rocks.
Moving inland to Gold Hill in Shaftsbury, made famous by the Hovis bread advert, the mist
behind the houses helps to define them. I had photographed here before, so this was to try
something different with a panoramic view made up of 4 shots stitched together in
Lightroom.
Finally, the rain was too much and so we headed for some woodland shelter. It’s always a
good idea to look up and find patterns in the tree canopy. I particularly liked the curved
tree trunk in the foreground and changed the white balance to tungsten to get the blue
effect. Then I took the same tree canopy using in-camera multi-image (3) to create an
abstract image.
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this site sends out a very short nature video every day interesting for non-wildlifers too!
https://www.nature365.tv/
Astrophotographer Captures Extraordinary Details of Moon’s Surface in

https://mymodernmet.com/209-megapixel-moon-andrewmccarthy/?fbclid=IwAR2o0b7zycleFImjsDoboKS0GzKbcvLSVT_rlOUy9sB7tL5bJnpFHpKPn
Oo
Vote for your favourite Wildlife People's Choice pic of the year -

https://rps.org/news/journal/vote-for-your-favourite-wildlife-photographer-of-the-yearpicture/
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Clive Haynes FRPS
Just like millions of people across the world enduring the necessary strictures in the global
fight against the coronavirus pandemic, we feel frustrated by the limited number of
opportunities to get out and take pictures. Fortunately, being photographers we have the
tools which enable us to express ourselves and be creative. We can exploit our
back- catalogues of images or use our camera to keep our creative juices flowing.
It’s winter and accessing local subjects or just getting into the garden may not be easy.
We certainly don’t all have the facilities or space for indoor studio-style work. But here’s
an idea.

Pop Art as a genre has been around for decades and in the 1960s the work of multi-media
avant-garde artist Andy Warhol introduced the idea to a whole generation. His graphic and
vibrant work depicted subjects as diverse as Marilyn Monroe and tins of Campbell’s Soup!
Why not try your hand at creating some colourful and different work with your versions of
‘pop art’! It’s quite straightforward to do and here are three examples of mine, each using
a using different method.

Take a used tea bag and photograph it upon a white background, or on a light-box, or
placed upon a sheet of glass suspended over a white background, or use a flatbed scanner.
This example image was processed in Lightroom by making a number of ‘Virtual Copies’.
Each ‘Virtual Copy’ was treated with a different adjustment in ‘Curves’. I used the LR Print
Module to arrange the results in a panel format.

Take a portrait photo with a plain background.
After preliminary edits and adjustments in Photoshop, make a series of changes by using a
combination of Adjustment Layers for high contrast and extra Layers to add the colours.
Full information about how to do this is on my website as a ‘Project File’ which you can
download. It’s in the ‘Project’ section on my homepage. www.crhfoto.co.uk

Find an easily recognisable shape or a familiar subject and photograph it set against a
plain background.
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I placed the Marmite jar on the base of our bath, which having white reflective surfaces an
almost shadow-free image resulted. This provided a good start.
Initial adjustments were made in Lightroom for good contrast and the areas of white were
tweaked to make a clean background.
Opening the image in Photoshop I made a few more adjustments to get a really sharply
defined structure against the white background.
Using a series of Adjustment Layers, one for each colour change and ‘Saving As’ a JPEG at
each stage, I swiftly built a collection of different versions.
To allow editing, I used Adjustment layers for Gradient Map, Hue & Saturation and Curves.
Predominately, the best results for this image were made with Gradient Map.
Pop Art is a form of expression that won’t find favour with everyone and I wonder if the
average camera club judge would be enthusiastic? It is as they say, ‘a ‘Marmite Thing’.
I happen to rather like Marmite – but then you’d expect that, wouldn’t you!
Here are some of Clive’s examples of ‘Pop Art’
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They normally go to Langdale for a week at New Year. This time they had just arrived in
Windermere on December 30th only to hear hear on the radio that Cumbria was going into
Tier 4 at midnight!
Luckily they were allowed to stay that night but had to leave the next morning so Nick
was able to use the time productively photographing Little Langdale, Tiberthwaite and
Elterwater before returning home.
Here are a few images he managed in his brief visit!
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In November I wrote about the first ten days of my self-imposed photography challenge
during lockdown.
At the time of writing that missive I had completed ten days of the task and I included some
of the images that I had taken during that time.
I am pleased to say that I did manage to complete the 30-day lockdown challenge, and in
each of those days I completed a different photography project, which included some of the
following.
a) A manual focus stacking session
b) Experiments with infrared photography
c) Photographing local canal scenes
d) Kinver & Kingsford Forest landscapes
e) A day spent waving the camera around doing ICM
f) I spent a day photographing falling leaves
g) I furthered my lens ball photography experiments
h) Added to my polarised light photography collection
i) Spent time photographing local landscapes which were clad in mist
j) Furthered my experience in oil on water photography
k) I photographed bubbles in a few different situations
l) I photographed stones skimming across water
m) I spent many happy hours experimenting with water droplet photography
The list goes on, and I have managed to extend the original 30-day challenge which began
on November 5th to include a photography project each and every day since then.
As the current Covid situation worsened, tighter movement restrictions were imposed so
Barb and I decided to stay indoors other than for food shopping, I concentrated on table
top photography ventures.
Several WCC members have shared my garage bench with me over the past few years and
I will welcome members back again when the Covid situation allows, some members have
shown interest and I already have a list of those wishing to participate.
During the past three or four weeks I have been making props allowing me to experiment
with some new ideas, including using high speed flash to photograph rapidly moving
subjects.
Splashing liquids have figured quite a lot in recent days, including milk, water and paint,
and that does become very messy at times!
New subjects for me have been paint vibration photography, mid-air droplet collisions,
nails and screws falling onto a hard surface, multiple ice cubes splashing into drinking
glasses, photographing mid-air collisions.
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I have made a few lens templates allowing me to produce different bokeh shapes on
appropriate images.
I’ve experimented with back lit situations; this subject is still in the experimental stages.
I have also concentrated on altered reality images and have enjoyed extending my
knowledge in focus stacking minute objects.
Some of the images I have produced have been shared on the club’s Flickr site and also on
Facebook.
If any member needs help or guidance to produce images such as these, please do not
hesitate to get in touch.
Barrie
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